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Novel methods for assessing space suit designs and human performance capabilities are needed as NASA
prepares for manned missions beyond low Earth orbit. Current human performance tests and training are
conducted in space suits that are heavy and expensive, characteristics that constrain possible testing
environments and reduce suit availability to researchers. Space suit mock-ups used in planetary exploration
simulations are light and relatively inexpensive but do not accurately simulate the joint stiffness inherent to
space suits, a key factor impacting extravehicular activity performance. The MIT Man-Vehicle Laboratory
and Aurora Flight Sciences built an actively controlled exoskeleton for space suit simulation called the
Extravehicular Activity Space Suit Simulator (EVA S3), which can be programmed to simulate the joint
torques experienced while wearing a variety of space suits. The goal of this research is to create a simulator
that is lighter and cheaper than a traditional space suit so that it can be used in a variety of testing and
training environments. The EV A S3 employs pneumatic actuators to vary joint stiffness and a preprogrammed controller to allow the experimenter to apply torque profiles to mimic various space suit
designs. The focus of this poster is the design, construction, integration, and testing of the hip joint and
backpack for the EV A S3. Results from robotic testing to validate the mechanical design and control
system are shown along with the planned improvements for the next iteration of the EVA S3. The current
EV A S3 consists of a metal and composite exoskeleton frame with pneumatic actuators that control the
resistance of motion in the ankle, knee, and hip joints, and an upper body brace that resists shoulder and
elbow motions with passive spring elements. The EV A S3 is lighter (26 kg excluding the tethered
components) and less expensive (under $600,000 including research, design, and personnel) than a modern
space suit. Design adjustments and control system improvements are still needed to achieve a space suit
torque simulation fidelity within 10% root-mean-square error.

